Officials meet to start afresh with highways deal envisaging upgrades
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The Formentera Council reports that this morning a delegation of local officials that included
President Jaume Ferrer, Vice-President/tax office secretary Bartomeu Escandell and assorted
staff specialists sat down at the Ministry of Public Works in Madrid to meet with officials there
about closing out the so-called “highways partnership” signed between the two agencies in
2009. Participants on the other side included Rosalia Bravo, who is deputy project director of
the department of motorways, as well as other spokespeople for the tax office and the Ministry
of Public Works.

2009 agreement
The original partnership unlocked an investment of €13.4 million which was used to build
roundabouts in es Pujols and Sant Francesc. The money also drove upgrades of local roads,
like those near the Sant Francesc primary school or the arterials that cut across Formentera's
salterns from la Savina to es Pujols. Most recently, in 2015, money from the fund went to
improvements on the road that descends to es Cap de Barbaria.

President Ferrer congratulated his island for being the “first to fulfil our end of the 2009 highway
covenants”. He noted the agreements drove upgrades across a significant portion of
Formentera's roads, plus brought about new infrastructure which made possible the switch to
pedestrian-only paths in Sant Francesc, Sant Ferran and es Pujols. Formentera's chief framed
the efforts as “new groundwork for the island's mobility strategy moving forward”.

Call for new agreement
Council officials seized the opportunity of the commission's gathering to request a new
partnership be considered. Valued at nearly €2.3 million, the planned agreement would enable
local authorities to train their focus on highway upgrades, including fresh asphalt and
undergrounded utility lines, from la Savina to la Mola. Other improvements envisioned would
take place along the road to cala Saona and the stretch of highway from Restaurant es Cap to
the island's southern tip.
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